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A note from the Editors
Well, the weather doesn’t seem to
be able to make up its mind what to
do at the moment!
On our runs it is so nice to see all the
beautiful spring flowers blooming, if
anyone has photos of the flowers in
bloom at the moment please email
them in.
As the vaccine is rolled out we can
hopefully look forward to being able
to do a few more things quite soon.
What is everyone looking forward to
being able to do the most?

Sue & Melissa Boyden
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Up the Wreake Book Club
Let me know your views on these books, have you
already read them or are you just reading them now?
We will run this feature while we are in lockdown so
we can all share what we are reading. Let me know
what you are reading?

Email: sueboyden@msn.com

Wake by Anna Hope.
Wake is set between Sunday 7th and 11th
November 1920. The narrative follows three
London women in the aftermath of the First
World War.
Hettie is a very young women who works as a
dance partner at Hammersmith Palais. The girls
sit in a cage waiting to be picked as a dance
partner at 6d a dance. Many of her partners have
a wooden leg, have lost an arm, or are displaying
symptoms of shellshock. Hettie’s brother Frank
has been struck dumb by his war experiences.
Aida and her husband have lost their only child
Michael. Having not received the usual explanatory letter from his
commanding officer, Aida believes him to be still alive, and frequently
thinks she sees him in the street.
Evelyn’s lover died in France. She continues to grieve for him, so that her
life is on hold.
A web of events begin to unravel which connect these three women to
each other. Evelyn’s officer brother Ed is clearly not coping with his war
demons or civilian life. He sleeps late, drinks very heavily and uses
cocaine. We learn he was Michael’s commanding officer, and via
Hammersmith Palais, has a brief relationship with Hettie.
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Evelyn works for a government office to which ex-soldiers apply for war
pensions. One of the applicants has a wartime connection to Aida and to
Evelyn’s brother Ed.
Juxtaposed to the interweaving of these three women’s narratives, a
British army contingent are in France collecting the remains of British
soldiers. These are not from official cemeteries but have been roughly
buried in the vicinity of the trenches. These are placed together in a
coffin and brought with due ceremony by train to London, for an official
funeral and burial in Westminster Abbey.
The climax of the novel builds as the reader joins the people flocking to
join the crowds on the route to the Cenotaph. They are there to watch
the cortège pass by the pipers, drums, a cannon, and a single coffin
draped in a tattered Union Jack, bearing a soldier’s helmet. Ada and her
friend Ivy are there, both unsure whether to attend, but feeling they
ought to. Hettie and Fred too find a good vantage point. Evelyn is on
Hampstead Heath, noting the complete silence of the city below, as the
huge crowd begins the two-minute ritual.
The writing at this point is absolutely superb. She manages to convey
both the meaning for the individual of seeing that one battered helmet,
which could have belonged to their son, brother, or husband, as well as
the instinct of the crowd as a whole, who experience a group cathartic
moment. It’s a powerful climax to this very well-crafted novel.
There have and continue to be, many novels set around the First World
War, presumably because of its brutality, great losses, and its inclusion
of so many nations. Anna Hope’s novel cleverly, via the medium of just
three women’s lives, provides a spectrum of grief, and damaged lives.
Additionally, with her inclusion of the British establishment’s planed
ritual, she manages to encompass the group grief of the whole nation.
Amazingly, this is Anna Hope’s first novel. I have also read and
thoroughly enjoyed Expectations. Her third novel is Ballroom which I
shall certainly read too.
Julie Phillips.
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CALLING ALL RAGDALE,BROOKSBY,ROTHERBY AND HOBY
FOLKS.
The Hoby and District Horticultural Society is hoping to hold
its usual annual show on 4th September 2021 if the Covid-19
restrictions allow. We could do with some help
on show day in the kitchen serving cakes,
coffee and tea and all that goes with that, also
on September 3rd for a short time to put tables
up and Saturday after the show to take the tables down.
The secretary has decided to retire after the
2022 show so we are looking for someone to
take this position on, it would be good for the
person to shadow the secretary for the next 2
shows, so they are ready to run the show in 2023 .
As the present secretary of the society, which is the longest
society in our parish, I can assure you it is a rewarding job and
is just wonderful to know you are a large part of this society
and you keep this tradition going. You will have the support of
a committee who are very knowledgeable and always willing
to help; I won’t say everything goes smoothly and nothing
ever goes wrong, because it does but you have the committee
to help and give advice and support.
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PLEASE think about taking on this rewarding position, if you
want to talk to me about this job just e-mail me
vidagregory@btinternet.com OR ring me on 01664434567
between 5-7pm.
Look forward to hearing from you about helping in any of
the above things.

Friends of Rotherby March Draw
Results

Friends of Rotherby February
Draw Results

£20 - 7 Brent Horobin

6 - £20 Malcolm Britten

£15 - 22 Joe Fawkes

63 - £15 Natalie Jessop

£10 - 76 Sam Maher

71 - £10 Richard Hammond
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March
I hope you all managed to get your seed potatoes and have them
chitting ,they should be ready to plant this month, fingers crossed the
weather is kind to us and for those at the allotments let’s hope we don’t
get flooded out AGAIN .

So many seeds to plant, flowers and vegetables, if you don’t have a
greenhouse or somewhere suitable to grow seeds then buy seeds that
can planted direct into soil or grow bags/boxes but wait until the soil has
warmed up so the seeds will germinate ,of course if growing from seed is
not possible due to other commitments or it just not “your thing” then
there are plenty of local outlets that sell ready to plant all sorts of plants
at reasonable prices.
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Don’t forget to plant some things to enter into the Hoby and District
Horticultural Show on 4th September 2021,that is if all goes well with the
Covid 19 restrictions.
Longer hours of natural light, days warming up, less frosts all lead to--ITS PLANTING TIME-----,enjoy your time in the garden and at the
allotment if you have one and if not there are plenty of things you can
grow on a windowsill .
Vida Gregory
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Ollie McAllister
Youth Work and Community Development
De Monfort University
P2431034
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Contact Details
M: 07528 904363
E: olliethewowa@gmail.com
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Frisby In Spring
Years ago, as many will know.
Mr Lawrence would come with brush in tow.
Our footpaths and gutters would all be swept.
And Frisby village was fantastically kept.
We all took pride in the village we shared.
And moved on to other parts to show that we cared.
Now just a thought as Spring hovers near
Could we do the same now?
So that footpaths are clear?
Please give this a go
I know that you care.
So, get out your brushes and make Frisby fair.

Margaret Cooper
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Leslie Case
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Snow

Hope you like the photos. They were taken on 9 Feb (cloudy day) and 10
Feb (sunny day). I was walking close to the river on the Frisby/Rotherby
footpath.
Best wishes,
Bob Pratley
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Calling All Eagle Eyed Personnel around Hoby..........

Who’s Who In Your Garden?
In Spring 2020 we wrote an article about a science project we were doing on blackbirds
in Hoby. In that article we shared that over 160 blackbirds had been colour ringed. The
colour rings make it so much easier for us and you to identify individual birds, it is like
their name! At the time of writing this article we have now fitted 240 colour rings to
blackbirds in Hoby village since the project started in July 2017. The colour rings we fit
are a Blue ring with 3 WHITE Letters on the bird’s left leg with the British Trust for
Ornithology (BTO) metal ring fitted to the right leg. The aim of the project is to provide the
BTO with more in depth data about the bird’s longevity, movements, breeding habits and
partner faithfulness. The more rings we put on and the more eyes we have looking out
for these birds the better the data. With such a large number of birds marked we are
starting to glean some interesting things.
We have received 2 reports of blackbirds we ringed that have sadly died but this is not
unusual. One was found by the side of the road between Brooksby and Rotherby, the
other a victim of a sparrowhawk on Regent Road/Chapel Lane. Many thanks go to the
keen- eyed residents for alerting us of the demise of the latter bird. This is really
important so please if you see a dead blackbird INVESTIGATE it as it could have a ring
on and this information is needed. You would be making a valuable contribution to the
project.
Interestingly, as far as we know there are definitely 4 birds, as of this winter, still alive
and active in Hoby, which were originally ringed in 2017 or earlier. We are fairly sure
there are more but they just haven’t been spotted yet!
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This is what we know so far:Colour
Ring
code
AAD

Sex

Ringed

Age

Partner

Territory

Off Spring

Some facts

Male

Ringed
as an
adult
in July
2017

6 years
old this
summer

AFN
female
Hatched
2017

Within 510m of 2
Chapel lane

May 2018
AJD – male
AJC
AJB
AJA

AJF

Male –

2018

Hatched
in 2016
or
earlier

AND
female
Hatched
2019

Chapel Lane

Visited our
garden in
winter and
summer.
Sighted in
2021
Visited our
garden in
winter and
summer.
Sighted in
2021

White
spot
next to
eye

AJD

Male

May
2018

3yrs in
May

Near the
Chantry

Son of AAD
and AFN.
Sighted in
2021

ACB

Male

2015

6 years

Breeding in
Hoby?

AAX

Female

2017

Hatched
in 2017

Resides as
a breeding
bird in HobyWhere?

ADP

Male

2017

Hatched
in 2017

Where in
Hoby??

Visited our
garden every
winter since
he was
ringed.
Sighted in
2021
Visited our
garden in
winter and
summer.
Sighted in
2021
Re-sighted
(30+ times)
in our garden
annually but
only seen
during the
winter
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AFC

Male

2018

4 years
this
summer

AHL

Female

2018

AFS

Female

2018

Would
have
been 4
years
old this
summer
Hatched
in 2017

ACJ

Male

2018

Hatched
in 2016
or
earlier

ACH

Female

2017

Hatched
before
2017

ACS

Female

2017

Hatched
in 2017

AHS

Male

2015

Hatched
in 2014

months.
Sighted in
2021
Sighted in
2021

At the back
of the
Village Hall
in 2018
Chapel
Lane/Regent
Road

ADN
female
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Killed by a
sparrowhawk
in February
2021

Spotted in
Waggoners
Paddock in
January
2018, 3 days
after ringing
Spotted in
Waggoners
Paddock in
March 2018

Not seen
since June
2019

Spotted in
Waggoners
Paddock in
March 2018
Spotted in
Waggoners
Paddock in
January
2018

Not seen
since
January
2019
Re-sighted
(18 times) in
our garden
every year
since then
but only seen
during the
winter
months. Not
seen since
February
2018.
Not seen
since July
2020. Hoping

Spotted on
9th April
2019 and 5th

Not seen
since March
2018

3 chicks
successfully
fledged

Hatched
2016 or
earlier

April 2020 at
18 Church
Lane, and
known to
reside there.

from their
nest in April
2020.

to hear or
discover
otherwise
soon.

Blackbirds ringed in our
garden prior to 2017 just
had a metal ring. If we
recaptured any of these
since 2017 then we
have added a colour
ring as in the cases of
ACB and AHS
Further investigative
work is required. We
have lots to fill in the
table above? Please
keep your eyes peeled and help us fill in some of the above gaps! All reports of sightings
from nearby residents would really help us collect data for the science project we are
conducting.
If you see a blackbird sporting a colour ring in your garden we would be very interested
to know who it is. If you have trouble reading the ring number we can come and help.
Please get in touch via the email address below or pop down and see us if Covid
permits.

Remember, messy and untidy natural habitat is great for wildlife!
Garry and Candice Barker
gbarker2@btinternet.com
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St Peters
Kirby Bellars Cleaning Rota
For March and April 2021

March 2021

April 2021

Cleaning Rota

4th April Flower Rota
starts
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Dear All,
This week’s offering.
Keep safe and well,
Vic.

Dear All,
Please find attached the readings for this coming Sunday, Lent 5 Passion Sunday and the SWF Ramble for this week along with pictures.
The clock continues to tick as we move closer to the first anniversary of
lockdown on March 23rd. I can't believe that we have, because of this
pandemic, changed the regular habits we have taken for granted for a
year now. When I look back at last year’s diary I note that the first
appointment cancelled was on 11th March 2020 when I was meeting
friends for a meal at the 'Old Horse' in Leicester. The last time I had
communion at Hoby Church was the following Sunday of 15th March.
After that the following week everything was cancelled except my visit
to the dentist, and I was still going to the office. The last time I went to
the office was on 24th March to collect things so that I could work at
home and the next day I went to Hinckley to collect my new car and had
the strange experience of seeing just the one car all the way there and
feeling so guilty for being out. The garage assured me it was OK for me
to go and pick it up. After I got the car back home it didn't go anywhere
again until July 5th when I attended a communion service at Ashby
Folville. Quite a lockdown! During the summer there were no in person
meetings we had by then all moved online for meetings, worship, talking
to family, getting shopping etc. Within six months the pandemic had
changed us for ever. From the end of August, we were learning all about
social distancing, but sadly not well enough as the next lockdown was
approaching, that wasn't long enough as the focus had been on lifting
the lockdown for Christmas. This was virtually cancelled as a family
event and many churches met online although we did have a service for
Christmas at Hoby. Shortly afterwards we were into lockdown 3 and we
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have covered a year of pandemic. The good news is that more than 24
million have received the vaccine and almost 2 million the second one.
We now as the year progresses can rebuild our confidence and start to
meet and socialise again as the guidance permits. I can see already for
some this will be a struggle and we need to be there to help everyone to
go at the pace that suits them best.
As Lent moves towards its conclusion we have across SWF had some
well supported courses. I have been part of the Living in Love and Faith
Course which although this is the second time I have done it, is so
different. Listening is the key skill required, and then reflection and
contemplation, as we all continue to understand more fully what it is to
truly love.
My pictures have an Easter feel
to them. The first picture is of
the lambs in the paddock at
Barn Farm. The sheep at Barn
Farm are all Texel’s. They are a
breed that originated in the
Netherlands. The lambs like all
lambs just are great for the soul
and do much to cheer us up as
we move into spring.
The second picture is of Easter
chicks on my dining room table.
They increase in number day by
day. They were later joined by a
batch of another 50 and then a
further 15. All produced by
church members and members
of the WI We have ended up
with 204. So, we will have
enough for each of the children
in Hoby and for each household.
The bonus of course is that they each hold a crème egg! Revd Crystal our
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curate has written an Easter message to go out with them which
explains the story of the Easter Chick and the chocolate Easter eggs we
have today and of course explaining the symbolism of new life.
My next picture is from a
walk in the Hoby Vale I took
last Friday. It was quite late in
the afternoon, but it was still
light at 5pm ish when I took
this picture. The fields were
empty, but Villiers Farm will
be full of sheep and lambs in
the next couple of weeks or
so. This area was prime
Thursday hunting country for
the Quorn Hunt, and you can see why that would have been.
For the last two pictures I return to Hoby
Church. The next picture shows Christ crucified
which is in the pulpit veiled in purple as we
approach passion tide. Like the other seasons
of the year, this sets the scene for those
visiting the church at this time. It helps us to
remember that the cross is an instrument of
torture and Jesus was nailed to that cross and
died on that cross for us. It allows the church
to experience 'liturgical death' before we
celebrate the resurrection on Easter Day. We need to put ourselves at
the start of this journey and to experience it as if for the first time and
follow the process of the Easter Story from the time of the arrival of
Jesus in Jerusalem on Palm Sunday. This veiling of the crosses and
statues helps us prepare, as they are partially hidden from us and we
embark upon the mysteries of the passion.
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The last picture is of a single candle which has
been lit at church to the memory of Sarah
Everard. Each week 2 women (at least) die at
the hands of men, and many others are attacked
or afraid to walk home alone of an evening. This
murder seems to have identified with many
people, and the time now seems right for us to
learn why many women are afraid and it is
because of men. Of course, not all men, but now
is the time for a debate to end what is clearly
unacceptable in this day and age. I ask the men
to ask a women about when she last felt afraid or nervous when out at
night, or if they have not done something because they were nervous.
Do women perhaps feel nervous to be out at night in our villages? If we
get answers to such questions we can start to learn. Some years ago,
Hoby was going to turn street lights off at midnight to save on light
pollution etc. Then it was some of the lights, but not all. Those who were
objecting I now recall were women. No one actually asked them why, in
detail. The debate was polarised and about being green, saving money
and light pollution. Anyway, the Parish Council decided not to turn the
lights off and all remain on all night. I understand now why that was the
right decision, though at the time safety was not the top priority. I think
is was burglary. We all have much to learn, and women's safety has to
be at the top of the list.
Keep safe and well,
Vic.
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Lent in a Bag 2021
We thank Revd. Crystal for her ideas and her energy and for keeping
us connected with our communities in different ways.
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Easter
Easter is a Christian holiday that celebrates the belief in the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. In the New Testament of the
Bible, the event is said to have occurred three days after
Jesus was crucified by the Romans and died in roughly 30
A.D. The holiday concludes the “Passion of Christ,” a series
of events and holidays that begins with Lent —a 40-day
period of fasting, prayer and sacrifice—and ends with Holy
Week, which includes Holy Thursday (the celebration of
Jesus’ Last Supper with his 12 Apostles, also known as
“Maundy Thursday”), Good Friday (on which Jesus’
crucifixion is observed) and Easter Sunday. Although a
holiday of high religious significance in the Christian faith,
many traditions associated with Easter date back to preChristian, pagan times.

When Is Easter?
Easter 2021 occurs on Sunday, April 4. However, Easter falls on a
different date each year.
Easter Sunday and related celebrations, such as Ash Wednesday
and Palm Sunday, are considered “moveable feasts,” although,
in western Christianity, which follows the Gregorian calendar,
Easter always falls on a Sunday between March 22 and April 25.
Easter typically falls on the first Sunday after the first full moon
occurring on or after the spring equinox.
In Eastern Orthodox Christianity, which adheres to the Julian
calendar, Easter falls on a Sunday between April 4 and May 8
each year.
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From BBC Good Food
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A sailing story with my 2 young boys
We were having our usual summer break
with the Lindley family near Morston and
Blakeney in Norfolk complete with 2
Enterprise sailing dinghies . So, there were 10
of us : 5 Blakes & 5 Lindleys or, put another
way , 4 adults , 5 boys and 1 girl (my
daughter).
The decision was made to sail the dinghies over from Morston to
Blakeney harbour on the high tide. My daughter was too young for the
trip, but the boys aged 4 and 7 were looking forward to racing the
Lindleys through the harbour. The Lindley boys were pretty much the
same age. The mothers were not able to join this trip as they were
looking after the 2 much younger children and waiting for us to arrive at
the Blakeney harbour end .
However, it was quite windy, and we hadn’t gone very far into the
harbour before we capsized . James , my eldest son was very helpful in
trying to get water out of the boat, but Edward aged 4 was not happy
and climbed to the furthest point from the water on the top of the hull .
He probably realised that now was not the time to try out his very
limited swimming skills.
A friendly “passing” family in a motorised
dinghy saw us in trouble, came alongside
and offered to take the boys off me as
they were going to see the seals at
Blakeney Point . I couldn’t say no, and I
could see Edward was very happy at this
suggestion . Off they went.
That left me on my own to try to get water out of the boat & get it into
an upright position in order to sail it back to Blakeney harbour . It was no
good and almost as though the more I tried to get the water out the
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worse it got. Needless to say, the Lindley boys were too far ahead of us
to help and doubtless enjoying the racing conquest enormously.
Eventually I noticed that the tide was starting to ebb and simply got out
of the by now practically submerged sailing dinghy , towed it over to a
buoy and left it roped up . Nearby I had noticed the Blakeney sailing
club rescue launch and politely asked if I could have a “lift” back to the
harbour.
It wasn’t long before the dinghy racing had finished, and we were on
our way back. I was spotted on the rescue launch from a great distance
by my wife who could not believe what she was seeing : just me without
the boys. Where were they? What had I done with them and , to her the
worst thing , what was she going to tell the local primary school on
Monday morning?
When I disembarked it was clear she couldn’t talk to me and she seemed
to lose her powers of speech for about half an hour, such was her state
of shock.
I tried to explain convincingly what had happened, but she couldn’t get
over the fact that I had just “given our children away” to a strange family
who we didn’t know and who were obviously child abductors on the
lookout for slaves . Finally, to add insult to injury “where was this nice
family” as the tide was practically out by now and they would find it
difficult if not impossible to bring their boat back in only 18 inches of
water . It didn’t look good from her point of view and definitely not from
mine.
I was extremely relieved, to say the least, to see them all round the
corner at the top of the creek and our 2 boys looking very happy indeed
having had the time of their lives watching the seals at close quarters.
My tearful wife wouldn’t let them go until she had hugged them for 10
minutes or more and of course they couldn’t quite understand what the
fuss was about .
At low tide Richard Lindley and I set off through the mud to get to the
tethered boat and found that an “old” hole below water level had
opened up in the bow of the boat. This seemed to explain why more
water was coming in than going out . So, it was unceremoniously
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dragged back to a position where we could try to sail it , nose down and
still full of water back from Blakeney to Morston the following day.
I will leave you with a question : is it worth putting this out on Saturday
Live with the Rev Richard Coles in his thank you slot on Radio 4 because
we still don’t know who these very nice “child abductors” were?!
Simon Blake Feb 2021

Please post all copy for the April 2021 edition of Up The
Wreake! To
Sue Boyden
Email: sueboyden@msn.com
Mobile:07714752105
While the magazine isn’t being printed the copy, deadline is
the 20th of the month
While the magazine is in PDF only please let me know of
any local businesses that would benefit from a mention in
the magazine.

Fitness At Its Best
Run Leaders and Coaches Sue and
Melissa Boyden
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Are you interested in Electric Cars, Bikes etc?
A friend of mine has just set up a You Tube channel. This
channel is being added to all of the time. Head over to You
Tube and Subscribe, like and comment.
New review: on Nissan Leaf
New review: on Electric Bikes

Search for KK AND SONS on You Tube
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Lockdown Puzzle Answers
Eight Letters
lockdown
Five Letters
clonk

clown codon condo colon

Four Letters
wock

dock

know

wonk

conk

cook

lock

nock

cowl

down

look

nook

wold

wood clod

cold

wool

clon

cool

coon

own

won

woo

loco
Three Letters
wok

cow

cod

doc

low

now

owl

col

con

coo

don

nod

old

loo
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Body Parts
All the answers are, or4 include a part of the body.

1. Cards (6)
2. Hangover cure (4,2,3,3)
3. Bean (6)
4. Flower (4)
5. Fits many locks (8,3)
6. Said ironically (6,2,5)
7. Self-willed (10)
8. Agree (3,3,2,3)
9. Board game (10)
10. Piece of furniture (5,2,7)

11. Ugly thing (7)
12. Addition to book (8)
13. Conform (3,3,4)
14. End of River (5)
15. Impudent talk (3)
16. Punctuation mark (5)
17. Miser (9)
18. At a distance (2,4,6)
19. Trendy (3)
20. Tease (3)
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